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Figure 1: FAIMUSS consumes streaming and archival
sources and produces (linked) RDF data.
Our work is motivated by the need to produce enriched representations of moving object trajectories expressed in RDF, by
ingesting streaming surveillance data in real-time and associating
it with other sources, both streaming and archival. Figure 1 illustrates this process, focusing on mobility data in maritime [4] and
aviation domains recording positions of moving objects, such as
vessels and aircrafts. However, this is simply for demonstration
reasons, as our work is readily applicable to any other category
of streaming data, including social data consumed through an
API (e.g., Twitter API).
In this paper, we present FAIMUSS (Flexible dAta TransformatIon
to RDF from MUltiple Streaming Sources), a flexible, user-friendly
system for end-to-end data transformation of streaming data to
RDF and integration with external sources. Given an ontology,
FAIMUSS converts streaming data (but also other data sources)
into RDF triples, which are also integrated with other archival
data sources. We employ the datAcron ontology [12] for representing trajectories at multiple levels of analysis. However,
the system imposes no constraints on the use of a specific ontology, while it supports a wide range of input source data formats. Salient features of FAIMUSS include its flexibility and userfriendliness: the process of triple generation is determined by a
Graph Template that is easily edited by the user with the support
of a rich editor. Furthermore, FAIMUSS supports “near-to-thesources” integration, by generating linked RDF graph fragments
during the process of data transformation. Finally, the implementation of FAIMUSS also addresses scalability issues and aims at
high performance.

INTRODUCTION

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) enables the description of physical entities as resources, in favor of data interoperability, integration and exchange. As a result, a wide range
of solutions exists for converting a data source to RDF, based
on a schema specified by RDFS or OWL profiles. For instance,
R2RML [5] is a mapping language that translates SPARQL queries
to SQL (and vice-versa). Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) [2,
3] also focuses on relational data sources, but again requires advanced knowledge to define the (usually complicated) mappings
between the data source and the ontology schema. SPARQLGenerate [10] provides an extension of SPARQL 1.1 that allows
generation of RDF fragments from documents. Solutions tailored
for specific RDF stores also exist, for example Virtuoso Cartridge1 ,
however they are tied to a particular product.
Moreover, the amount of streaming data sources has increased
rapidly in recent years, and such sources pose new challenges
for data integration [13]. Apart from the obvious performance
challenge raised by high stream rate, streaming data are typically
1 https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/doc/dav/wiki/Main/
VirtProgrammerGuideRDFCartridge
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semi-structured, and contain noisy data. As such, the problem of
integrating streaming data sources is still open, and there is a lack
of flexible tools that transform streaming data to RDF, integrate it
with external sources, and are easily configurable to new sources.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present FAIMUSS a tool for data transformation
from a wide variety of heterogeneous streaming and archival
sources to RDF. This is a typical situation in the analysis of
mobility data, such as maritime and aviation, where streaming
position data of moving objects need to be associated with static
information (such as crossing sectors, protected geographical
areas, weather, etc.) in order to provide semantically enriched trajectories. FAIMUSS is designed to perform “near-to-the-sources”
integration, by interaction between a streaming source and an
archival source, thus generating linked RDF graph fragments.
Most of the existing approaches operate either on streaming or
on static sources, thus fail to address our problem setting. In
addition, FAIMUSS supports reusable user-defined functions that
are applied to input data and achieve the desired data transformations and cleaning. We demonstrate our prototype by using
data from the maritime and aviation domains.
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Figure 2: System architecture of FAIMUSS. White arrows
indicate data flows and black arrows indicate user interactions.
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Figure 3: A Graph Template and Variable Vector example
in Triple Generator.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the system architecture that consumes data from a variety of data sources and outputs RDF graph
fragments. This process is designed in a generic fashion, so as
to accomplish multiple objectives, including flexibility, extensibility and scalability. FAIMUSS comprises the following main
components, a) the Data Connector, b) the Triple Generator, and
c) the Visual Interface. Figure 2 illustrates the overall system and
the individual components and their interactions, which will be
described in detail. The prototype system has been implemented
in Oracle Java 8 (64-bit) and is platform-independent.

2.1

Graph Template consists of a set of triple patterns, i.e. any of
the three elements in the triple (subject, predicate, object) can
be replaced by a variable. The Graph Template differs from the
standard RDF Graph Pattern, in that variables can be used as
arguments in functions, to compute dynamic values at runtime.
Furthermore, the implementation of Triple Generator is parallelized in a multi-threaded process, due to the record-by-record
conversion to triples.
Figure 3 illustrates the application of a Graph Template on a
single record from a stream of aircraft surveillance data to generate the corresponding triples. Specifically, the Triple Generator
consumes the data provided from the Data Connector and constructs a new resource (:sn001_1468) of type :Node, based on
the Graph Template depicted at the top of the figure. This new
resource is the spatio-temporal representation of the moving object (aircraft). The Triple Generator also relates the :sn001_1468
to the resource representing an aircraft (using the property :ofMovingObject), as well as information regarding the status, the
altitude and position of the moving object.
Figure 4 shows another example of data transformation where
two data sources are processed and integrated, by having two
instances of Triple Generator interact with each other. The positioning data connector provides surveillance data of vessels
to a Triple Generator instance, similar to the previous example.
The GRIB connector accesses binary files that contain weather
forecasts and can extract the related weather attributes for a
given spatio-temporal position. As soon as a new position is received, a request is made to the Triple Generator instance that
retrieves the weather information and provides it in RDF representation based on the respective Graph Template. This allows
data transformation of selected weather information, namely this
corresponding to the area defined by the positioning information.
More interestingly, the weather Triple Generator returns the URI
of the weather condition to the positioning Triple Generator,
which can then create the :hasWeatherCondition property and
associate the position with the weather. This is an example of
lightweight, “near-to-the-sources” integration.

Data Connector

The Data Connector component implements the functions that
accept data from an individual data source. Moreover, it performs
data conversion on values of specific fields as provided by the
source and basic data cleaning operations. As the data sources
can vary significantly in terms of representation, size, rate of
data access, and noise, FAIMUSS provides a Data Connector for
each type of source. The implemented system currently supports data consumption from a wide range of sources/formats,
such as: a) CSV format, b) direct access to databases, c) JSON
messages, d) XML files, e) METAR/SPECI weather reports from
offline/continuous feeds from online services, f) binary (GRIB2)
files for weather reports, g) SPARQL endpoints to online open
data, h) ESRI shape-files to convert information about spatial
object to entities and relations of the ontology, and i) proprietary
formats of streaming. The list of supported data formats can be
easily extended, to support the inclusion of any other data format
required in the future.
As an abstraction of the data source in hand, the Data Connector considers all data sources as streams, i.e. it consumes data
record-by-record (or tuple-by-tuple), to be processed with minimal latency. This data access model makes no distinction on the
nature of data (e.g. archival data or streaming data). In addition, it
minimizes the memory footprint of Data Connectors, and enables
scalability and parallelization as a multi-threaded process, both
for a single source and across sources.

2.2

Triple Generator

The role of Triple Generator is to consume the data provided by
the Data Connector and generate the corresponding set of triples.
This procedure depends on configuration files providing a Graph
Template GT , and a vector of variable names V. The vector V
contains the variables that appear in the Graph Template, and
binds the values of the input record to the variables in GT . The

2.3

Visual Interface

The Visual Interface enables the configuration of Data Connector
and Triple Generator, the preview of input data, the visualization
of output triples on a map, and output validation. Specifically,
the user can select the ontology to be used, which will provide
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datAcron (http://datacron-project.eu/), where one of the objectives is to integrate heterogeneous and voluminous archival data
with streaming data sources.
Scenario 1: Flexible Integration of New Sources. We intend to
show in the demo that a new streaming data source can be added
to FAIMUSS, after a small set of steps that can be performed by
selections from the GUI. The aim is to demonstrate the ease of
use of FAIMUSS in practice. In more detail, the streaming data
source is going to be surveillance data from vessels travelling
in the Mediterranean Sea. Each record in the stream contains
the spatio-temporal position of a moving object, along with its
unique identifier. From the GUI of FAIMUSS, we are going to
input the necessary information for establishing a connection
(IP address, port, and authentication details). Thereafter, a Graph
Template is going to be specified from an editor of the GUI, which
guides the Triple Generator and determines the transformation
of stream records into RDF triples. As already mentioned, the
editor facilitates the composition of Graph Templates even for
moderately familiar users, not only by loading existing Graph
Templates that can be modified, but also by providing access to
lists of available functions and variables that generate Graph
Template code in the editor.
Scenario 2: Trajectory Enrichment. We will show in the demo
how we can generate enriched trajectories from moving objects’
positions, where the positional information can be integrated
with arbitrary data sources. Continuing scenario 1, the spatiotemporal position of each vessel is going to be integrated with
weather conditions. Weather conditions are available as forecasts
for a temporal period (e.g. three hours) in the form of large binary
files (GRIB2 format), and mainly define 3-dimensional cells that
contain multiple variables describing weather condition (e.g., temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.). In this scenario, upon receipt
of a spatio-temporal position of a moving object, the Triple Generator instance responsible for surveillance data is going to produce
RDF triples. By communication with a Triple Generator instance
for weather data, which produces weather-related triples, the
resulting positional RDF data is linked with weather information.
In this way, we generate enriched trajectories of moving objects
represented in RDF, which will be illustrated on a map for visual
inspection, and provide additional (weather-related) information
for each spatio-temporal position of a moving object.

Figure 4: Example of data transformation and “near-tothe-sources” integration (maritime domain).

the vocabulary for the Triple Generator. Obviously, the ontology should be taken into consideration when editing a Graph
Template, to guarantee consistency of the generated triples.
Figures 5 and 6 provide screenshots of the Visual Interface
using data from the aviation domain. As illustrated in Figure 5(a),
the user can select and configure the data source that will be
processed (e.g., specify the IP and port of remote endpoints, or
folder/file for local access), and the type of Data Connectors that
should be used for consuming the data. A sample of the data
available in the configured data source, for visual inspection.
The user can also select the fields of the input data source that
should be converted to triples, and specify the Variables Vector
to be used in the Graph Template. Figure 5(b) shows the editor
for composing the Graph Template. On the right side, the set of
available functions is provided, from which the user can insert
in the editor by a double click. Also, the Variables corresponding
to the input source are also available. The editor uses different
font color for functions and variables to improve readability. In
addition, import (export) of Graph Templates from (to) disk is
supported. It should also be mentioned that automatic validation of a sample (or the entire output) of triples generated w.r.t.
the provided Graph Template is supported. Figure 6 depicts a
map-based interface provided by FAIMUSS, which enables the
illustration of spatial and spatio-temporal RDF data. In this example, it depicts trajectories of moving objects (aircrafts), which
correspond to RDF data generated by our system.

3

4

RELATED WORK

A wide list of data transformation and conversion tools exists,
and such tools2 have been evaluated during the design of our
system, however these are mostly ad-hoc solutions tailored for
converting archival data in specific file formats. For example,
Omnidator [1] converts any CSV or HTML online file into RDF
triples. GeoTriples [8] employs automatically generated R2RML
mappings given a source and a configuration, but demands the
use of a relational database, which is not applicable for streams.
SPARQL-Generate [10] provides an extension of SPARQL 1.1 that
allows generation of RDF fragments from documents.
Data integration over streaming data poses new challenges
compared to traditional data integration [13]. The Graph of
Things [9] targets an IoT setting where many sources provide
data for integration and querying, and supports spatial and temporal data, but it is not optimized for mobility data. Also related
to our work is StreamLoader [11] which provides a user-friendly,

DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS

We have used FAIMUSS in two domains, maritime and aviation,
thus showing the generic nature of our system and its applicability in different domains. The selection of these domains
originates from our involvement in the H2020 research project

2 https://www.w3.org/wiki/ConverterToRdf
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(a) Configuration of Data Connector

(b) Editor for Graph Templates

Figure 5: Screenshots of the Visual Interface of FAIMUSS (aviation domain).
fully parallelize our system, thus providing a scalable solution to
the problem of data integration from different data sources.
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Figure 6: Map-based visualization.

web-based environment for ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) of
streaming data from heterogeneous sensors. However, it deviates
from our objective, namely to provide representations of streaming data in RDF, thus allowing linking with other external (web)
sources. Moreover, it does not explicitly address the domain of
moving objects and trajectories thereof, which is the motivation
of our work. Only recently, Optique [6, 7] proposes an approach
for integration of streaming with static relational data. Again,
this problem is much narrower than the one addressed by our
work, since we make no assumptions on the availability of a
relational database nor do we impose such requirements. None
of the existing approaches targets streaming mobility data of
vessels or aircrafts explicitly. Moreover, our work goes one step
further, by introducing a system for flexible data transformation
to RDF, with a particular focus on mobility data, also supporting
linking of generated RDF graph fragments.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present the FAIMUSS system for flexible data
transformation of streaming and archival data sources to RDF.
Despite the generic and extensible design of our system, the
focus of our attention is on moving objects and integrating their
spatio-temporal positions with a variety of heterogeneous data
sources, including weather conditions, spatial areas of interest,
as well as external databases. In our future work, we intend to
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